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➠ PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

➠ To train participants in selected Tribes/co-operative
learning strategies which impact student motivation
and learning, particularly for applied courses

➠ To create a two-day refresher training session for
partner schools that shifts from building capacity to
sustaining implementation of Tribes/co-operative
learning strategies

➠ To provide a co-training opportunity for associate
teachers and teacher candidates that deepens the
practicum experience

Mentoring and Co-Learning
THE TRIBES PROJECT–YEAR 3:
BUILDING A TOTAL LEARNING
COMMUNITY

Tribes is a research-based process that maximizes student learning
and development through a sequenced approach to co-

operative learning that addresses both social and academic learning
expectations in every lesson. This is particularly relevant for
adolescents who are experiencing multiple developmental changes.
In Year 1 of this multi-phase project, we worked with a secondary
school that had a diverse multicultural student population to help
teachers create a cooperative environment where students could
improve their communication and social skills. Results from the first
year were extremely positive (Harris, 2003), providing the impetus to
expand the project in Year 2 to two secondary schools in two school
districts, with a focus on building capacity (Ballagh & Sheppard,
2005). In Year 3, since a greater number of associate teachers were
now Tribes trained, we moved from building capacity to sustaining
implementation.  

Of course, enhancing the practice teaching experience for both
associate teachers and teacher candidates remained a core goal of
the project. Agincourt Collegiate boasts a keen administration and
staff that has long created a collegial environment for our OISE/UT
teacher candidates during practicum. Participating in a co-training
experience to acquire a common understanding and language was a
conscious way to capitalize on this foundation. As Rick DuFour
(2003) argues, we promote a collaborative culture when we use a
systematic process in which we work together to analyze and impact
professional practice; this project allowed us to pursue that depth. 

STAGES OF THE PROJECT  
■ STAGE ONE: Identifying the Needs
In May 2004, when we approached Agincourt Collegiate about a
collaborative school-university or partnership for the coming
academic year, the administration expressed interest in helping its
staff find ways to maximize implementation of Tribes/co-operative
learning. Many Agincourt teachers had been trained in the Basic
Tribes program — some several years previously — but found it
challenging to make subject connections in their high school

classrooms. In particular, there was a need to identify strategies that
were suitable for students in applied, workplace, and college
courses. Given that a focus of this particular OISE/UT Secondary
Program Cohort was on exploring pedagogy that supported active
learning environments for diverse sets of learners, this was an ideal
fit for practicum placements.

■ STAGE TWO: Developing the Training Plan
Since the time when many of the Agincourt staff had been Tribes-
trained, new aspects of the Tribes process had been created that
specifically addressed the developmental tasks of adolescents
(Gibbs, 2001). Concurrently, instructional leaders with Staff
Development in the Toronto District School Board (TDSB) were
searching for ways to support their Tribes-trained secondary
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This project involved a three-way partnership between 
Agincourt Collegiate Institute, the Staff Development 

Department of the Toronto District School Board, and the
Secondary Program Cohort SP10 at OISE/UT. All partners were
interested in providing a joint professional development
opportunity for Agincourt associate teachers and OISE/UT
teacher candidates that would not only enhance the practicum
experience, but also give participants practical strategies for
secondary classroom use, particularly in applied-level courses. In
Years 1 and 2 of this project, we had provided a four-day co-
training experience that also resulted in Tribes certification. In
Year 3, all the participating teachers were previously Tribes-
trained, but seeking a refresher course that would deepen their
understanding of the process. Through this study, insights were
gained about the impact of co-training associate teachers and
teacher candidates generally, and Tribes specifically, on teacher
practice and the practicum experience.

THE PROJECT IN BRIEF



teachers and so, the notion of a refresher course was born. As a
result, a two-day training plan was developed that featured
pedagogy and strategies well suited to adolescent learners
generally and applied/college courses specifically.  

■ STAGE THREE: Inviting the Participants
In June of 2004, the school’s administrative team invited its
curriculum leaders to be involved and 10 staff volunteered to
participate, representing a range of departments. At the same time,
OISE/UT sent letters of invitation to prospective teacher candidates
who were in the Toronto East regional cohort and numerous replies
were received. We accepted 10 candidates who were available for
the fall training dates and who had the best subject-fits with the
teacher volunteers.

DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
The impact of the Tribes co-training session upon both the
practicum experience and teacher practice was assessed through
surveys conducted at the end of the academic year. Eighty-five
percent of the participants in this year’s study completed a post-
survey that included 39 common statements and then some that
varied by participant category (teacher candidate or associate
teacher). This design was intentionally similar to the Year 2 survey to
facilitate analysis over time. In all surveys, a series of statements
using rating scales produced quantitative data, while qualitative
questions generated a bank of anecdotal comments. Responses
were collated and analyzed for common themes.  

IMPACT 
1. On the Associate Teacher-Teacher Candidate
Relationship All participants were quite enthused about the
positive impact of co-training. Comments like these were typical
from the teacher candidates: “Since we were able to meet before
practicum we established a good relationship outside of the
classroom. As a result, we always talked about lessons, how we felt
about certain situations, and tried to implement Tribes strategies for
class activities together,” and “We had a common language to
begin with. Teaching strategies that we both were relatively
inexperienced in took away some of the fear ... we both viewed
taking risks (i.e., implementing Tribes strategies that we hadn’t tried
before) as positive.”

Equally affirming was the perspective of associate teachers who
responded with comments like these: “Because my teacher
candidate and I were trained together, we were on the same page
from the start,” and “We both supported Tribes strategies and that
made our collaboration easier. The Tribes training was a benefit
because we shared a common ground and viewpoint.” Another
associate teacher noted, “The common language we shared allowed
me to give deeper, more useful feedback. I could be very specific,
and nothing was lost in the translation.”

2. On Teacher Practice and Subject Connections While all
participants reported positive benefits for their own teaching
practice, there was some variation. It is understandable that teacher
candidates, with limited experience would self-assess their learning
curve as more intense. This response is typical: “Tribes made me
aware that there are many creative ways to do things within the
class. It gave me new methods to engage every child as well.”
Teacher candidates also acknowledged that their learning was
influenced by their associate teacher's willingness to experiment. As
one put it: “We both knew similar strategies and used ones that

were taught at the training. My associate teacher was open-
minded about which strategies could work and this was
encouraging.” Meanwhile, associate teachers were clear about the
renewal factor: “I learned lots of cooperative new ideas for building
inclusion and subject interest,” and “It taught me to look at teacher
instruction from a different perspective; this experience informed my
practice as I now use more engaging strategies and plan for more
for student-led activities.”

In Year 3, all participants were more explicit about using Tribes
strategies to teach content than participants in Year 2. For example,
one teacher candidate reported: “Tribes greatly influenced my
lesson planning because I incorporated group activities for all but
one lesson.” Another stated: “Strategies were used not only as mini-
content hooks but for major group work as well. My goal was to do
strategy/group work at least once a week to break up the monotony
of the lecture format.” Similarly, associate teachers were enthusiastic
about the applicability of the strategies. One indicated: “Tribes
strategies are an effective way to foster student interest in content.
They are a great way to get students involved.”  

3. On the Classroom Learning Community In Year 3  the 
data revealed, as in Year 2, that most participants valued the pro-
active approach Tribes takes in establishing a positive learning
environment for students. Indeed, all participants witnessed the
constructive impact their use of the Tribes process and agreements
had on student interactions. Respondents overwhelmingly agreed
that this approach to lesson planning reminded them to pay
attention to both social and academic expectations, with the result
that students were more attentive and respectful during activities.
One associate teacher was very explicit: “The training provided me
with useful methods for the management of my Grade 9 Applieds
and for helping them to focus.” Another associate teacher noted
that when compared to previous teacher candidates (without Tribes
training), his candidate “was better able to deal with students in a
fair way” and experienced fewer disruptions as a result. As one
teacher candidate stated: “I started my practicum with the Tribes
agreements (of mutual respect, attentive listening, appreciation, and
the right to participate/pass) and always came back to them when
the line was crossed in class time — it was a easy frame of reference
for the students.”   

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION
1. The Teacher Candidate-Associate Teacher Relationship
This Year 3 study corroborates our Year 2 findings that the Tribes
process deepened the associate teacher-teacher-candidate
relationship by encouraging a safe environment for teacher learning
and experimentation. This is also consistent with the findings of
Eldridge and Bennett (2004) who discovered when teacher
candidates and associate teachers understand and practice the
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The Tribes process deepened the
associate teacher-teacher-
candidate relationship by
encouraging a safe environment
for teacher learning and
experimentation.
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same teaching strategies, they can more readily learn from each
other. It is clear that a common language not only provides a shared
understanding upon which to collaborate, but also that co-training
encourages risk taking. Our teacher candidates were consistent in
their conclusions that the element of trust with their associate
teachers was essential for quality feedback and improved
instruction. As one teacher candidate stated: “It is essential to be
part of a larger learning community because then a novice like me
will feel less anxious and isolated during the practicum.” Associate
teachers also valued the opportunity to collaborate; as one stated:
“Meeting the teacher candidate prior to practicum is always helpful,
but knowing that you have been trained together is far superior.” 

2. Associate Teacher Benefits As in our Year 2 study,
associate teachers in Year 3 felt re-energized as learners and
validated as practitioners. This time there was the critical added
benefit that they could see the direct applicability of the Tribes/co-
operative learning strategies to their secondary school curriculum. In
fact, several associate teachers were quite emphatic that this
training session was more relevant to them than their initial/basic
Tribes course. One associate teacher commented, “It encouraged
me to 'change up' my teaching strategies,” while another confirmed
that “it helped me rethink the Tribes process and how it can fit with
my subject.” In terms of future benefits, this also becomes one
direct way we can ensure our associate teachers are apprised of the
methods in which our teacher candidates are being trained; as one
teacher commented, “It’s good to know the knowledge teacher
candidates come with.”

3. Practicum Placements Teacher candidates overwhelmingly
agreed that in addition to being at schools where they knew their
associate teachers ahead of time, they benefited from being placed
in peer groups based on this common experience. Not only did
teacher candidates report they had an opportunity to brainstorm
Tribes strategies with their associate teachers, but they were also
able to share and compare ideas with OISE/UT colleagues,
especially those who had taken the training. As a result, we
recommend continuing to place teacher candidates in a limited
number of schools so they can maximize their opportunities to
reflect upon and refine their practice with peers.

NEXT STEPS & NEW QUESTIONS
Consistent results in this multi-year study clearly demonstrate that
joint professional development between teacher candidates and
associate teachers has positive impacts on the practicum
experience, by creating a common language based on shared
understandings for all participants. In this Year 3 study we have
developed a viable refresher course that simultaneously sustains
implementation by Tribes-trained associate teachers and introduces

effective strategies/practices to teacher candidates who may hope
to teach in this particular board. 

This Year 3 study has shown that Tribes can be successfully
implemented in secondary schools, when the needs of the
adolescent learner become the lens. The Tribes process not only
enhances the learning environment for secondary students, but it
also features numerous specific Tribes/cooperative learning
strategies that have direct subject/curriculum connections. One key
to success is to ensure secondary school subject-based specialists
are involved with the design and delivery of the training, so that
busy teachers can identify with strategies and brainstorm curriculum
applications immediately. The ideal next steps therefore include
investing in trainer development time to devise even more explicit
curriculum-based components for future sessions.  
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We strongly recommend that the delivery of this refresher
training be expanded to all eligible associate teachers in
partnership schools. It deepens their understanding of the initial
training and introduces teacher candidates to a collaborative
partnership that supports their practicum in tangible ways.




